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Disconnecting Areas











A catchment is defined
by an area that contributes
runoff water and there is a potential 
for a BMP.    It is frequently 
called a contributing area.
A dis-connected area is one
from which there is no annual runoff 
for 4 inches of rain. 
Why 4 inches?  Marginal increases in 
annual mass loadings for rainfall over 
4 inches.  AND near 99% removal.
A depression area with 4-inch storage
over the catchment area (CA)


























>98% removal @ 4.0 inch over the CA, usually
In BMP Trains, Retention Removal Curves are defined for up to 4 inches of  storage
Curve from BMP Trains
ALSO: If Storage is = or > 4 inches,  the CN number is the lowest or 30, which 
implies that the annual capture volume ~ 99%
The CA for depression storage can be removed from the total area if treat depth = or >4.0“
Water infiltrates into ground in 3 days or less
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Single catchment with more than 
one BMP in the same catchment
BMP Trains 2020 Model
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BMP Efficiency Determination Retention Efficiency Plot
• For multiple retention BMPs  
used within a single 
catchment the overall 
efficiency is determined by 
adding up the total volume 
retained to obtain the 
associated treatment 
efficiency































Efficiency Curve: System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 1:
System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 2: System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 3:
System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 4:
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BMP Efficiency Determination Retention Efficiency Plot
• Assume two retention BMPs in 
series – first captures 0.5 in and 
the second captures 0.5 in
• 50% + 50% = 100%  X
• Add the volume retained
• 0.5in + 0.5in = 1in
• 70%  






























Efficiency Curve: System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 1:
System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 2: System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 3:
System Efficiency (N $ P) CAT 4:
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The avg annual cumulative rainfall for a given 
retention depth or rainfall volume.
BMP Efficiency Determination Detention Efficiency Plot
• Based on the residence time 
a treatment efficiency can 
be determined  and note 
Different removals for N & P
• At 50 days residence time,  



















































Detention BMPs Treating Runoff from the 
Same Catchment Area
Average Annual Residence Time = [Perm Pool Vol  /  Annual Runoff]  x  days/year
BMP Efficiency Determination Detention Efficiency Plot
• Assume two detention BMPs in 
series – each have a 50 day
retention time N=40%; P=70%
• N – 40% + 40% = 80%  X
• P – 70% + 70% = 140%  X
• N – 50d + 50d = 100d ~ 43%


















































Example for Detention BMPs in Series
BMPs not Related
• Example: Wet detention followed by filtration
• Note this results in a 70% removal efficiency
















Example: Two BMPs in one catchment
Also an example of a BMP that is user defined
some user defined are: Pre-Treat, Street Sweeping & FFL
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NOTE:  For Surface Discharge Analysis 









Cost Example Single Catchment
Example Problem 6




Enter cost data from the treatment worksheet
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Example Input Cost Data for a Retention Basin
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Example Output Cost Analysis
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Reports, Copy, Print and Save
BMP Trains 2020 Model
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REPORT GENERATION and DATA for REVIEW
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Bragging point:  Was able to secure the extender
Namely    .BMPT
Many options to print, copy or create electronic files
Electronic Files 
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REPORT GENERATION and DATA for REVIEW
REVIEW PROCESS: USE COPIES OR PRINT OUTS
Note: 2020 Key Stroke
Convention for Print 
Ctrl P is an option
To print the report
REPORT GENERATION and DATA for REVIEW
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Multiple Configuration of Catchments







BMP Trains 2020 can model many catchments 
in any configuration
Previously limited to 4 catchments: 
Previously had to run the model twice (4 catchments and two catchment). Then 





With BMP Trains 2020 run the model once to determine the 
average annual removal or target levels. 
Many catchments in 
any configuration
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Catchment  and treatment data
must be added
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Questions and Discussion 
BMP Trains 2020 Model
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